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1. The following problem is stated by H. NIEDERREITER [3], [4]. Let 
X=(x1, . ..) xk} be a finite set, k 2 2, and let ,LJ be a measure on X with 
,&a) =& > 0 for 15i 5 k and zzl & = 1. For an infinite sequence w in X, 
let A(i ; N; W) denote the number of occurrences of the element xi among 
the first N terms of w and let 
D(o)=sup ]A(i; N; o)-&N]. 
i.N 
The problem is: how small can D(w) be ? 
Similarly, for a subset M of X, we define A(M ; N; o) to be the number 
of occurrences of elements from M among the first N terms of (o and put 
C(w)=sup [A(M; N; o)-,u(M)N]. 
M.N 
Then the problem reads: how small can C(w) be? 
NIEDERREITER [3] showed by an induction argument that there exists 
a sequence CO in X with D(W) 5 k- 1 and C(W) 5 (k- l)[k/2]. This in- 
ductionmethod has been refined in [2] in order to get a sequence w in X 
such that 
Subsequently TIJDEMAN [5] proved, using a result from combinatorial 
theory, that there is a sequence o in X with D(o) $1. In section 2 of the 
present paper we give a refinement of Tijdeman’s method and we prove 
the existence of a sequence w in X subject to 
1 
D(cu)gl- -. 
2(lc- 1) 
Since, on the other hand, Tijdeman showed 
1 
Dk=sup inf D(w)Zl- - 
P UJ 2(k- 1) ’ 
it follows that 
&l-1. 
2(k- 1) 
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Hence (2) is the best possible estimate which holds for every measure 
p on X. 
In section 3 we derive an estimate for C(o) which is better than the 
one given in (1). Using the result (2) for k = 3, we prove by a modification 
of the inductionmethod of [3] and [2] that there is a sequence w in X with 
C(o) $ Qk - a, where a = Q if k is odd and a = 4 if k is even. Since TIJDEMAN 
[5] proved Cg= sup, inf, C(o) 2 $k, we therefore get: 
2. The exposition in this section is a refinement of TIJDEMAN’S method 
[5]. It is our aim to prove relation (2). It is convenient, however, to state 
the problem in a more general form and to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let X=(x,, . . ..xx) be a finite set, k12, and let 4~ 
(15 i 5 k, j E N) be a double sequence of non-negative numbers such that 
zE1 &f= 1 for all j. For an infinite sequence CO in X let A(i; n; CO) denote 
the number of occurrences of the element xi amng the first n terms of w. 
Then there exists a sequence o in X such that 
suplA(i;n;o)- i ir+&). 
i*n i-1 
Then, on taking &j = AS for all j in theorem 1, we get relation (2). The 
proof of theorem 1 is based on the following result from combinatorial 
theory due to P. HALL (for a proof see [l, 45-471.) 
Lemma 1 (P. Hall). Let I be a finite set of indices, I={l, . . . . L}. For 
each n E I let S, be a subset of a set S. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of distinct representatives or%, n = 1, . . . , L, mn E Sn, an# am, 
when n # m, is condition C : For each v = 1, . . . , L and A&ce of v distinct 
elements nl, . . . . nV, the subsets Snl, . . . . S,, contain between them at least v 
distinct elements. 
We will apply lemma 1 in order to prove the following lemma; then 
theorem 1 will be a simple consequence of this result. 
Lemma 2. Let X=(x1, ..,, xk} be a finite set, k 2 2, let N be a positive 
integer and let & (15 i 5 k, 1 S j 5 N) be a double sequence of non-negative 
numbers such that s-l ;kj= 1 for j= 1, . . . . N. Let A(i; n; w) be defined as 
in theorem 1. Then there exists an infinite sequence w in X, such that 
(4) max IA(i;n;o)- 5 &fl~l- 
1 
ldfac i-1 2(k-I) l 
1$asv 
Preparations 
For the proof of lemma 2 we use the following notations. For a real 
number a we denote by [a] the greatest integer ~;a and by ]]a]] the smallest 
integer ~a. Furthermore we denote {a)=a - [a] and (a} = ]]a]] -a. 
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For the sake of brevity we write 
a=1 
2(k- 1) 
and 
A,,= i au for n=l, . ..) N, &=O (i=l, .‘.) k). 
i-l 
Put L= & IlArlvll, th en NsL<N+k. If L>N we define Ag for 
i=l , ,.., k, j=N+l, . . . . L by 
~tg = llAvll- lfm 
L-N * 
Then Ifpl&j=l also for j=N+l, . . . . L and if we define &=~sl&, 
also for n=N+ 1, . . . . L, then the number AU is an integer. We will prove 
that there is a sequence UJ in X with 
(5) \A(i; n; w)-clrla15i-a for lsi4k, 1dngL. 
This will imply relation (4). 
Let S be the set of pairs (Q, i) with i = 1, . .., k; j = 1, . .., AC. Then 
card S = ztzl Art= L. For i = 1, . . ., k; n = 1, . .., L we define a subset SW 
of S by 
(6) (xt, j) E Sta if and only if [A,,.-1, Aa,%] n [i- l+a, j-al 4. 
Then card Silt=O, 1 or 2. 
Moreover we put 
S,= 6 St, for n=l, . . . . L. 
i-1 
Hence 
(7) card S, = 2 card Xi,. 
i-l 
In the following two lemma’s we prove that the subsets S, satisfy the 
condition C of lemma 1. 
Lemma 3. 1j no+l, . . . . no +v are v consecutive integers frm the set 
(1, a-*, L}, vll, then 
card 6 &,,+,,,zv. 
m-1 
Proof. For fixed i E (1, . . . . k) we get by the definition (6) of St, that 
(8) (Q,~) E fi Sg,aotm if and only if [A,noY -4,no+vl n m-1 
n [j-1+a,j-a]ffl. 
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We define 
d(i, 12) = 
5 1 if (&)>l-d 
i 0 otherwise 
&(i, ?t) = 
(1 if (nala}>l-d 
1 0 otherwise 
Then 
v 
card U St, no+m = 4, no+2, - &?&,+(A,,.,+,)-S(i, m+v)+{h&-E(~, no). 
m-1 
we get, using (7), 
(9) 
k 
oard G &Q+~= 5card 6 S~,,+,=v+(Zl((A~,.,+,)- 
m-1 i-1 9t&=l 
-6 no+v))+ ; ({An,}-4i, no)). 
had to be an integer. A similar argument proves that 2:-l {&> had 
to be an integer. Therefore the sums in the last member of (9) are integers. 
Since 6(i, n) = 1 implies (/la,) > 1 --cl we have 
(10) (A,,) -fyi, n) > --CL 
Hence 
,s ((A&-d(i, n))> -kd= -k: r -1. 
2(k-1) - 
This implies 
(11) 
Similarly, ~(i, n) = 1 gives (&> > 1 -d, therefore 
(12) {A&&}-&(i, n)> -a. 
This implies 
(13) 
Lemma 3 follows from (9), (11) and (13). 
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Lemma 4. Let 
m+ 1, . . . . n1+v1, nz+ 1, . . . . n2+w2, .“, nt+ 1, . . . . nt+vt 
denote t sets of consecutive integers from the set (1, . . . . L}, t 2 2, v, I1 
(t=l, . . . . t), n,+w,<n,+, (t=l, . . . . t-l). Then 
card (J yj Snr+m2 i 21,. 
r-1 m=1 7=1 
Proof. By (8) we have for fixed i E (1, . . . . k} 
“7+1 
cad ( (j fhtm u U &,nT+ltm) = cad ( G f&tm) f 
W&=1 m=1 m=1 
“r+1 
+ card ( U S~,nrtl+m)-4& r), 
m-1 
where 
( 1 if j- 1 + I d-A 
a(i’ r)= 1 0 otherwise. 
d,nrtvr 5 At,nt+l ~5 j-d for some integer j, 
Hence, using 
card iJ 
T=l 
+t: % r-1 i=l 
t 
By (11) and (13) we have 2220 and 520. 
In order to prove lemma 4 it suffices to prove 242 0. Consider now 
~t=~~((nr,nttvr)-d(i, n,+v,)+{Az,la,+1}-e(i, ml)-4& r)). 
Ifor(i,z)=Oforalli=l, . . . . k, then by (11) and (13) we get zg 2 0. Suppose 
now that ol(io, z) = 1 for at least one io. By the definition of a(i, t) we 
have 8(i0, n, + v,) = e(io, n,,,) = 0, 
(~to,nr+vr)+{~b,nr+1}21, 
therefore 
(ho, nrtur )-S(i0, nr+wz)+ {Ato,nr+l)-~(i~, %+I}--or(io, t)2 0. 
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Hence, if a term in zti is negative then ol(i, r) = 0 and by hypothesis there 
are atmost k - 1 of such terms. Using (10) and (12) we get 
G>(k-1).2d= -1. 
Since Ef has to be an integer it follows that G I 0. This implies z4 2 0, ’ 
which completes the proof of lemma 4. 
Proof of lemma 2. Lemma 4 states that the subsets S, satisfy 
condition C of lemma 1. Then, by lemma 1, there exists a sequence of 
distinct representatives 011, . . . , OIL E S with 01~ E S,. Since card S= L each 
element of S is the representative of some S,. By the definition (6) of 
S, the relation firn E S, implies am = (Q, j) for some i E (1, . . ., k} and 
some j satisfying [At,m-1, Al, m] n [j- 1 +d, j-d] #@. Obviously the last 
expression implies : &m = (5, j) then 
(14) j-l+dSA,rn, 
Consider for a fixed n E {l, ., ., L} the sequence DLI, . . ., an. For a fixed 
i E (1, . . . . k} we will determine what pairs (a, j), zi fixed, j E (1, . . . . L} 
occur among Ixr, . . . . OIn. First consider a pair (xt, j) with j<ll&ll. Since 
every pair is representative of some Sm there is an m such that (xi, j) E&m. 
Then by (16) 
II&m-l11 s j< IlAnll, 
thus m- l<n and m$n. Hence all pairs (xt, j) with 1 ~j<ll&ll occur 
m Iyl, . . ..&n. 
Let now, on the other hand, (a, j) be a pair with j> II&l]. Then 
(xt, j) z&m, where by (16) 
llhmll zj> lI4L 
which gives m>n. This implies that pairs (~4, j) with j> II&l] do not 
occur in oL1, . . . . Lyn. Finally we remark that the pair (a, IlA~,Jl) may or 
may not occur in &I, . . ., LYE. 
Deiine now the sequence m aa follows: if nSL and mm = (x6, j), then 
wn=x+,; if n>L, then CO~=ZI. Hence for n=l, . . . . L we have A(i; n; o)= 
= II&J or II&J1 - 1. W e will now prove that for this sequence u) relation 
(5) holds. 
Suppose first that A(i; n; w)=]]A~,J]. Then (xi, J]lr~,J])=o~~ occurs in 
al, -.a, &a, i.e. m $n. By (14) this implies 
llntnll-l+dsdrrndlltn~Il~lnll. 
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Hence 
IA(i; n; o)-AmI =pltnll-l&?&I 1 -a. 
If, on the other hand, A(i; n; co)= /14in/1- 1, then (x~, I[&(]) =d~~ for 
some m >n. By (15) this gives 
Then 
ll~rlall-~~~,,,-,~(i,,>llllrnll-1. 
IA@; n; 0)-&j =rlln-(ll~mll-l)ll-d. 
This completes the proof of lemma 2. 
Proof of theorem 1. For every positive integer N, there exists by 
lemma 2 a sequence u.I(N), such that 
We now construct a sequence o = (on)E1 subject to (3). Since X is finite, 
there is an element Q which is the first element of infinitely many se- 
quences w(N). We define 01 = q. Further we proceed by induction. Suppose 
that the first n elements or, . . . , wn (n 2 1) are defined in such a way that 
there are infinitely many sequences W(N) beginning with 01, . . ., wn. Since 
X is finite, there is an element xi such that infinitely many sequences 
W(N) start with 01, . . . . o%, zg. Then we define on+1 = zt. In this way o is 
defined inductively. 
For every positive integer n the first n terms wi, . .., ala of w are also 
the first n terms of some sequence O(N) with N&n. Therefore A(i ; n; w) = 
=A(i; n; O(N)) and relation (3) follows from (17). 
3. Theorem 1 (for E= 3) enables us to refine the induction method 
of [2] and to prove the following result for C(w). 
Theorem 2. Let X=(Q, ..,, xr> be a finite set, kz 2, and let p be a 
mecGSure on X with p(a) = & > 0 and zf-, la = 1. Then there exists a sequence 
co in X with 
C(O)= sup IA(M; N; co)-,u(M)NIdQk-a, 
M.N 
Proof. First we remark that if MC denotes the complement in X 
of a subset M, then 
(18) IA(W; N; w) -p(Mc)NI = IA(M; N; co)-p(M)NI. 
In particular this implies that for k= 3 we have C(o) =D(w), and then 
theorem 1 gives that, for k = 3, there is a sequence w in X with C(o) 5 2. 
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Obviously for le= 2 we also have C(o) =D(w), and then again theorem 1 
gives that there is a sequence u with C(w)i&. Hence the theorem is true 
for k=2 and k=3. 
We now proceed by induction on k. Suppose that the assertion holds 
for a set X of k elements, k 12, and every measure on X satisfying the 
conditions. We shall show that the assertion also holds for a set of k + 2 
elements. Consider the set X = {xi, . . ., xk, zk+l, XL+~} with measure 
p(x~)=ai>o, Jg21” ila=l. 
On the subset Y = {xl, . .., XR} of X we define a measure Y by 
v(a) = -2 py, (i=l,..., k). 
Then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists a sequence t= (~%),“3~ 
in Y with 
(19) IA(M; N; z)-v(M)NI s#k--a, 
for all M C Y and all N. 
Consider the set 2 consisting of three elements Z= { Y, xk+i, xk+a). 
According to theorem 1 (with k= 3) there is a sequence 7 = (r,,);xl in 2 
such that if we put A&+2; N; 7) -2k+sN=rs(N) =Q, 
(20) 
(21) A(Y;N;r)-~(Y)N=ro(N)=ro, 
then 1~1 s$ for i=O, 1, 2. 
Obviously ro + rl + rs = 0. 
For the sake of brevity we put A ( Y ; N ; 7) = R(N). 
Now we define a sequence o = (0,&5~ in X as follows : 
a) if qn=xk+2, then mn=xk+2, 
b) if +=Zk+l, then ~n=Xk+l, 
c) if m = Y, then mn = OR. 
We shall prove that this sequence o satisfies 
(22) IA(M; N; +p(M)NIi$k-a+$, 
for every subset M of X and every N. Since k+ 2 is odd if and only if k 
is odd, this will complete the proof of the theorem. 
By (18) we may restrict ourselves to subsets M of X with zk+s 4 M. 
Furthermore we distinguish two cases: a) zk+l$ M, b) xk+i E M. 
ad a. In this case M C Y. The sequence w has been constructed in 
such a way that 
(23) A(M; N; w)=A(M; R(N); z). 
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Hence 
Since pM/pY=v(M) and R(N)=A(Y;N;q) we have, by (19) with N 
replaced by R(N) and (21), that the last member is 5 @-a + 2, which 
proves relation (22) in this case. 
ad b. We write M=Ml u {~+1}, where Ml C Y. Then relation (23) 
holds for Ml and we get 
rlApl;B(N);z)- -p pM1 R(N)1 + 
+I ~(~(N)-r(Y)N)+a(~~+l:iV;w)-k+lNI. 
As above pM/pY=v(M), R(N)=A(Y; N;T,I) and we get by (19), (20) 
and (21) that the last member is 5&La+I~(M&1+rll. 
If ro and rl have the same sign, then using Y( MI) 5 1, we have 
If ro and ~1 have different sign, then IY(M~)TO+T~I $ max (IQ!, 1~1) 5 2. 
Therefore relation (22) holds also in this case. 
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